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Abstract. Many outstanding problems in solid-Earth science

relate to the geodynamical explanation of geochemical obser-

vations. Currently, extensive geochemical databases of sur-

face observations exist, but satisfying explanations of under-

lying mantle processes are lacking. One way to address these

problems is through numerical modelling of mantle convec-

tion while tracking chemical information throughout the con-

vective mantle.

We have implemented a new way to track both bulk com-

positions and concentrations of trace elements in a finite-

element mantle convection code. Our approach is to track

bulk compositions and trace element abundances via parti-

cles. One value on each particle represents bulk composi-

tion and can be interpreted as the basalt component. In our

model, chemical fractionation of bulk composition and trace

elements happens at self-consistent, evolving melting zones.

Melting is defined via a composition-dependent solidus, such

that the amount of melt generated depends on pressure, tem-

perature and bulk composition of each particle. A novel as-

pect is that we do not move particles that undergo melting;

instead we transfer the chemical information carried by the

particle to other particles. Molten material is instantaneously

transported to the surface layer, thereby increasing the basalt

component carried by the particles close to the surface and

decreasing the basalt component in the residue.

The model is set to explore a number of radiogenic iso-

topic systems, but as an example here the trace elements we

choose to follow are the Pb isotopes and their radioactive par-

ents. For these calculations we will show (1) the evolution of

the distribution of bulk compositions over time, showing the

buildup of oceanic crust (via melting-induced chemical sepa-

ration in bulk composition), i.e. a basalt-rich layer at the sur-

face, and the transportation of these chemical heterogeneities

through the deep mantle; (2) the amount of melt generated

over time; (3) the evolution of the concentrations and abun-

dances of different isotopes of the trace elements (U, Th, K

and Pb) throughout the mantle; and (4) a comparison to a

semi-analytical theory relating observed arrays of correlated

Pb isotope compositions to melting age distributions (Rudge,

2006).

1 Introduction

A big question in solid-Earth sciences is, what are the inte-

rior dynamics of the mantle? A related question that might

help to find answers is, what processes are responsible for

the geochemical heterogeneity observed in magmatic out-

puts (recorded in databases, e.g. Lehnert et al., 2000). Some

aspects of the geochemical observations are constraints on

mantle dynamics, because the dynamics are partly responsi-

ble for the heterogeneity in geochemical observations. There-

fore progress can be made by introducing geochemistry to

(numerical) mantle convection models (as in Christensen

and Hofmann, 1994; van Keken and Ballentine, 1998; Xie

and Tackley, 2004a; Huang and Davies, 2007b; Brandenburg

et al., 2008).

In the Earth’s mantle, chemical heterogeneities in bulk

composition and trace element concentration and isotope

composition are continuously created by melting. Oceanic

Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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crust is produced by partial melting at oceanic spreading cen-

tres where most mantle melting occurs, and also where most

chemical heterogeneity is generated. This heterogeneous ma-

terial is brought into the deeper mantle via subduction of

oceanic lithosphere. Here it mixes. To a lesser extent, melt-

ing also happens on continents and beneath oceanic litho-

sphere to create ocean island basalts (OIBs), providing a sec-

ond mechanism for creating heterogeneity. In addition to this

continuous generation of heterogeneities, chemically distinct

material might have survived for billions of years, originating

much earlier in Earth history, e.g. linked to core formation

processes, mantle magma oceans, or asteroid bombardment.

This makes melting a first-order feature to be implemented

in thermo-chemical convection codes.

Numerical mantle convection codes have been developed

that are capable of tracking chemical heterogeneities (for an

overview see Tackley, 2007). Although different techniques

each have advantages (level set – Samuel and Evonuk, 2010;

field tracking – Davies et al., 2007; and marker-net based

method – Oldham and Davies, 2004), particle-based meth-

ods have proven to be most useful for systems that involve

strong mixing, e.g. the Earth’s mantle evolving over billions

of years.

In this paper, we will deal with global-scale convection,

melting, and the tracking of heterogeneities resulting from

melting. Christensen and Hofmann (1994) were the first

to demonstrate a method to track the evolution of recy-

cled oceanic crust and its influence on the chemistry of the

mantle. After that study was published, many followed a

similar approach, either tracking preset heterogeneities (e.g.

Davies, 2002; Zhong and Hager, 2003; Nakagawa and Tack-

ley, 2004), or having the chemical heterogeneities emerge via

melting during the calculation at fixed melting zones (Walzer

and Hendel, 1999; Davies, 2002; Huang and Davies, 2007a,

b, c), moving melting zones that follow force-balanced plates

or imposed plate motions (Brandenburg and van Keken,

2007a, b; Brandenburg et al., 2008), or freely moving melt-

ing location via a melting phase diagram (De Smet et al.,

1998; Van Thienen et al., 2004; Xie and Tackley, 2004a, b;

Nakagawa et al., 2009, 2010).

In addition to tracking of bulk compositions, it is also pos-

sible to track the distribution and evolution of trace element

abundances. Of particular interest are both parent and daugh-

ter isotopes of radiogenic systems. Since the radiogenic par-

ents decay in a very predictable manner (following known

decay constants), their relative abundances compared to their

daughter isotopes can be used as clocks. Different elements

behave differently during partial melting (via different par-

tition coefficients), so when the techniques of tracking and

melting are implemented, the system of segregation and de-

cay can be tracked. We follow the well-studied uranium–

thorium–lead system (U–Th–Pb), as has previously been

done in a similar way in Christensen and Hofmann (1994),

Xie and Tackley (2004a) and Brandenburg et al. (2008).

For purely thermal convection, numerous analytical solu-

tions exist which can be used to benchmark numerical codes

(for example Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities, Nu–Ra scalings,

corner flow). In this way, numerical codes can be checked for

accuracy for simple set-ups and then used to study more com-

plicated scenarios. For thermo-chemical convection on the

other hand, very few analytical solutions exist. This makes

the benchmarking of thermo-chemical convection difficult.

There is one semi-analytical theory available for the evolu-

tion of Pb isotopes in the mantle (Rudge, 2006). We will

use this theory and compare its predictions to the outcome

of newly performed numerical calculations.

We present the details of a newly implemented method of

melt and chemical heterogeneity tracking in a global-scale

convection code. We will show a good fit of our model data

to the analytical prediction of Pb isochron ages as a function

of melting age distribution functions (Rudge, 2006). Through

this we validate our implementation.

2 Methods

In this section we first describe the numerical code and calcu-

lation set-up before presenting more details about using par-

ticles to track bulk and trace element compositions. Then we

move on to describe the implementation of melting, includ-

ing changes in mantle bulk compositions and fractionation of

trace elements. We conclude this section by providing some

details about the initial set-up of the trace elements, as done

for the calculation presented.

2.1 Numerical mantle convection simulations

We use TERRA, a parallel, well-established, benchmarked,

spherical convection code (Baumgardner, 1985; Bunge and

Baumgardner, 1995; Yang and Baumgardner, 2000; Stegman

et al., 2002, 2003; Köstler, 2011; Davies et al., 2013). The

grid covers the full 3-D spherical shell. At each radial layer

the grid is a regular subdivision of an icosahedron (Baum-

gardner and Frederickson, 1985).

Assuming incompressibility and the Boussinesq approxi-

mation, the equations for convective flow in the mantle can

be expressed non-dimensionally as

∇ · u = 0, (1)

∇ · (µ(ui,j + uj,i)) − ∇p = RaT ê, (2)

∂T

∂t
+ ∇ · (T u) = ∇

2T + H ′, (3)

∂C

∂t
= −∇ · (Cu), (4)

where length is non-dimensionalised by D the depth of the

mantle; time is non-dimensionalised by D2 κ−1 (κ the ther-

mal diffusivity), and temperature by △T the temperature

drop across the domain.

Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1399–1411, 2016 www.geosci-model-dev.net/9/1399/2016/
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Table 1. Calculation parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value

Radial resolution 22 km

Surface temperature 300 K

CMB temperature 3000 K

Internal heating 4 × 10−12 W kg−1

Upper mantle viscosity 3 × 1021 Pa s

Thermal diffusivity κ 8.9 × 10−7 m2 s−1

Reference density ρ 4.5 × 103 kg m−3

Gravity acceleration g 10 m s−2

Thermal expansivity α 2.5 × 10−5 K−1

Specific heat cp 1 × 103 J K−1 kg−1

The other variables and parameters are u, velocity; µ, dy-

namic viscosity; p, pressure; T , temperature; ê, the radial

unit vector; Ra, the Rayleigh number (=
αρg△T D3

µκ
; α, ther-

mal expansion; ρ, reference density; g, gravity acceleration);

and t , time; H ′ is the non-dimensional internal heating, equal

to H
ρcp

, where H is the heat generation rate per unit vol-

ume and cp is the specific heat at constant pressure. Mate-

rial movement is driven by buoyancy forces resulting from

horizontal differences in density as expressed in the momen-

tum equation (Eq. 2). Temperature is advected with the mate-

rial flow, diffuses and is produced internally as described by

Eq. (3); Eq. (3) describes the advection of temperature with

the material flow, and its diffusion, and the heat produced

internally, while Eq. (1) is the continuity equation which en-

sures conservation of mass. Equation (4) describes the (pas-

sive) advection of bulk composition (C). Equations (1) and

(2) are solved using finite elements, Eq. (3) is solved via a

finite-volume method, and Eq. (4) is solved via particle track-

ing (Runge–Kutta).

2.2 Calculation set-up

Resolution was chosen such that radial resolution was

∼ 22 km. Lateral resolution was ∼ 28 km at the surface,

increasing towards ∼ 15 km at the core–mantle boundary

(CMB). Top and bottom boundaries were impermeable, free

slip and isothermal. Internal heating was uniform and con-

stant over time. We used a layered viscosity profile, where

viscosity increased by a factor of 30 at a depth of 660 km.

Dimensional values used are listed in Table 1. To generate a

stable initial condition, we performed a pre-run, using all the

same parameters but without tracking bulk and trace element

composition. This pre-run generated a steady flow field and

matching temperature distribution.

To mimic most of Earth’s evolution, we ran the calcula-

tion over a time corresponding to several billions of years.

The calculation started at a time 3.6 Ga and ran forward until

present day. By doing so, we skip the first billion years (BY)

of the Earth’s evolution. This is done because, in Earth’s

early evolution, mantle temperatures were most likely higher

than they are at present, leading to lower viscosity and higher

vigour in the convection. Numerically this type of convection

would be harder to solve for accurately. Moreover, the style

of convection, and so whether or not it can be treated using

the same sort of model, is also uncertain. We note that the

viscosity is not temperature-dependent in the actual simple

case presented here, and so the starting time could be older.

2.3 Particles and bulk composition

We use particles for tracking chemical information and thus

for dealing with melting. A schematic illustration of how this

works is given in Fig. 1. The particles are advected using a

second-order Runge–Kutta advection scheme. Each particle

is linked to an array to carry the particle information. Three

values are used to indicate the particles position; one to indi-

cate the mass that the particle represents; one to track at what

time the particle last produced or received melt; one to track

the bulk composition; and one for the abundance of each iso-

tope which is tracked in the system. When using the set-up

presented in this paper, that means that each particle is linked

to an array with 13 numbers. The mass that a particle repre-

sents is attributed at initialisation as the volume of the node,

multiplied by the density, divided by the number of particles

attributed to that node. After initialisation, the mass a parti-

cle represents is only changed when the particle is split, or

merged with another particle (i.e. for numerical, not physi-

cal, reasons; see Sect. 2.4 for more details). Bulk composi-

tion is tracked by a single number (C value) for each parti-

cle. The C value can vary between 0 and 1. Zero we interpret

to mean effectively completely infertile (in basalt), and 1 to

mean completely fertile (in basalt). We use a simple set-up in

the actual test that we present, described in the section above.

This includes on initialisation giving all particles a value of

0.6, representing a homogeneous, partly fertile mantle.

2.4 Splitting and merging

In order to keep proper coverage of particles throughout the

mantle, we sometimes need to split and merge particles. Par-

ticles were split whenever less than a threshold number of

particles were present in a grid cell. The threshold for the cal-

culations presented here was three. All particles in such cells

are split in half, creating two new particles, each representing

half the original mass. One particle copies the position of the

old particle, while the other is placed in the same grid cell,

mirrored over the z axis. Each new particle receives half of

the atoms of each isotope the old particle was carrying, while

bulk composition and melting time are simply copied.

Merging of particles is needed sometimes as well. The

threshold number of particles required in a grid cell before

merging was undertaken can again be varied and was set at

35 in the calculations presented here. When two particles

merge, their mass and isotopes are simply summed. Which

www.geosci-model-dev.net/9/1399/2016/ Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1399–1411, 2016
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the use of particles in the transport of bulk composition on melting. Five grid elements just below the

surface are schematically drawn (black squares), with the circles in them representing the particles. The basaltic component each particle is

carrying is indicated by the red coloured area. A red particle is completely basaltic (C = 1), whereas a blue particle is completely depleted

(C = 0). Note that only a few particles per grid element are drawn, while our model uses up to 35 particles per grid element. Time progresses

from left to right, i.e. (a) to (c). (a) Situation before melting. All particles indicated have a basaltic component of 0.5 (50 %). (b) Movement

of melt. The particles around the third grid element from the top start to produce melt. They thereby decrease their basaltic component

(formation of residue) and send the produced basalt to particles closer to the surface (indicated by the red arrow). The particles closer to the

surface increase their basaltic component as a result of receiving melt. (c) Result after some time. The particles at the layer closest to the

surface received so much melt that they have become completely basaltic, and the second layer from the top start to become more basaltic

as well. The area below, where melt has been produced, now forms a layer of depleted material. In this diagram the particles have not been

moved. In the model the particles are advected by mantle flow.

two particles are merged is determined by their location in

the array allocated to the node, so effectively they are se-

lected at random. The position of the new particles is the av-

erage location determined by weighting the old positions ac-

cording to the particle masses. The bulk composition is also

the mass-weighted average of the two original compositions.

The melting time of the new particle is copied from one of

the old particles picked at random. We note that these rules

for splitting and merging particles conserve the global bulk

composition, mass and isotope abundances.

2.5 Melting

We now describe the melting algorithm starting with an

overview. The melting algorithm is implemented on particles

whose temperature exceeds their solidus. The amount of melt

and its content of trace elements are calculated for each such

particle. This information is then passed to near-surface par-

ticles conserving energy, mass, bulk composition and atoms

of trace elements. Note that, in contrast to many other imple-

mentations, the melting particles are not moved as part of the

melting event. We next describe the general assumptions un-

derlying our algorithm and then describe the specific choices

and give more details.

Our melting relationships follow from three assumptions.

The first assumption is that the proportion of fusible (or

basaltic) material in a particle can be represented by a com-

positional parameter C. Following a melting event, all or

part of this fusible component is removed from the melt-

producing particle, thereby depleting it. The degree of melt-

ing, F , is given directly by the change in composition C as

follows:

F = Co − Cn, (5)

where Cn is the new bulk composition and Co is the previous

bulk composition, as recorded at the particle.

The second assumption is that the solidus is dependent on

the compositional parameter, C, i.e. Ts = f (C), where Ts is

the solidus temperature and f (C) is a function of C. Physi-

cally the function f (C) must be monotonic; i.e. the solidus

temperature must increase steadily as the composition be-

comes more depleted. Since f (C) is monotonic, its inverse

function, f −1 = g(Ts) (also monotonic), exists. The function

g gives the composition, C, as a function of the solidus tem-

perature: C = g(Ts).

The third assumption is that, following the melting event,

the temperature of the particle will be the temperature of the

solidus for its new composition; this is achieved by changing

the composition, not the temperature. Melt can be extracted

until the residual composition is so refractory (C = 0) that no

further melting occurs.

Using these assumptions, the degree of melting is explic-

itly calculated as follows. First, at each time step, tempera-

ture (T ) is interpolated from the grid to the particles using

linear interpolation (using barycentric-based finite-element

shape functions). Then using the temperature difference be-

tween the composition-dependent solidus and the actual tem-

perature on the particle, we calculate the new composition of

Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1399–1411, 2016 www.geosci-model-dev.net/9/1399/2016/
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Figure 2. Composition-dependent solidi. The slope of the solidi

used is 2 K km−1. The difference between the solidi for completely

fertile and fully depleted material is 1000 K. The solidus for the ini-

tial value for bulk composition (0.6) is plotted as an example.

the residue Cn (assuming it is in thermal equilibrium with its

new solidus (T ), and only when the temperature exceeds the

solidus):

Cn = C(T ). (6)

Then, using Eq. (5), we can calculate the degree of melting,

F , using the new composition. For numerical reasons we set

a threshold for F of at least 0.0001; degrees of melting lower

than this are ignored.

For this work we make the simplifying assumption that

the functions relating solidus temperature to composition and

the inverse are linear; i.e. functions f and g are linear. This

simplification is justified for this work since our goal is to

demonstrate and then test the method with a simple semi-

analytical model. We also assume that the solidus tempera-

ture is a function of pressure and make the reasonable, sim-

plifying assumption for this work that it is a linear relation-

ship (see Fig. 2). Expanding Eq. (6) now gives

Cn = 1 −
T − (Tm−1 + zdTm/dz)

△TComp
, (7)

where , Cn is the new bulk composition; T the temperature at

the particle; Tm−1 the melting temperature at the surface for

material of composition of C = 1; z the depth of the particle;

dTm/dz the slope of the solidus; and △TComp the composi-

tionally dependent temperature difference between the solidi

for material of composition zero and material of composition

one.

The total amount of melt is calculated by multiplying the

mass of the particle with the degree of melting. This melt

(basalt, C = 1) is extracted from the melt-producing parti-

cle and brought to one or more particles close to the surface.

We consider the particles at the surface, directly above the

melt-producing particle, and keep updating their composi-

tion towards pure basalt until all melt is stored. We do this

starting at the surface layer of the grid and continue down-

wards to underlying layers if required such that a layer of

pure basalt forms and all the melt is accommodated. Since

not all particles represent the same amount of mass, we are

careful to ensure that all melt is stored and mass conserva-

tion is obeyed. Note that the melting/residue particle keeps

the same mass. This reflects the fact that the melting col-

umn subsides (compacts) in the following way: since basalt

is removed, and the particle’s mass is conserved, the removed

material is implicitly replaced by depleted material (of com-

position C = 0, because fusible component is linearly linked

to degree of melting; Eq. 5). The basalt is stored higher in the

column, where it takes the space of fully depleted material.

Any intervening layers are unchanged.

Note that, after melting, while the temperature of the melt-

producing particle in the residue is unchanged (and hence

energy is conserved in the melting event), it is in thermal

equilibrium with its new solidus since its composition has

changed appropriately. The implementation presented here

does not take the effect of latent heat or thermal advection by

melt migration into account. Neglecting this will only have

an effect on the thermal evolution of calculations, and then

only ones with massive magmatism. The effect on the chem-

ical evolution considered here will be minimal. This aspect

could be added to the model if future applications required

it.

We then bring the trace isotopes with the melt to the sur-

face. For this we assume simple batch melting partitioning,

Am−i = F

(

As−i

F + (Di(1 − F))

)

, (8)

where Am−i is the abundance of isotope i (number of moles)

that is moved to the melt; As−i the abundance that was

present in the solid before melting; F is the degree of melt-

ing (Eq. 5); and Di the isotope (and element)-specific par-

tition coefficient. Note that the right-hand side starts with a

multiplication with F , which is not needed when elemental

fractionation is described in terms of concentrations. Since

our approach deals with abundances, we have to scale to the

relative volume of the melt.

We define a melting age for each particle. This is the most

recent time that a particle changes its bulk composition due

to melting, either by producing or receiving melt. The parti-

cles track their melting age, saving this time as one of their

attributes.

2.6 Trace elements

We track the evolution of different trace elements through

the domain, focussing on several isotopes of U, Th, and

Pb. 238U, 235U, and 232Th are the three radioactive par-

ents followed. As they decay radioactively, 206Pb, 207Pb, and

www.geosci-model-dev.net/9/1399/2016/ Geosci. Model Dev., 9, 1399–1411, 2016
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Figure 3. Snapshots of temperature anomaly (left) and matching bulk composition field (right) in the mantle. The red sphere in the middle

of the figures is the core–mantle boundary. For the temperature image the isosurface shows where temperature is 200 K higher than the

horizontal average value (the top 600 km is omitted); the cross section shows the temperature deviations from the horizontal average value.

The composition shows an isosurface of slightly higher than average basaltic component.

208Pb are produced as ultimate decay products. The ratios

of these radiogenic (daughter) isotopes to the non-radiogenic
204Pb change as a function of time and parent–daughter ra-

tios. For 206Pb / 204Pb and 207Pb / 204Pb, changes of parent–

daughter ratios are coupled, since both have parent U iso-

topes, 238U and 235U respectively. Thus mantle sources, in

which U is variably fractionated from Pb, evolve to different
206Pb / 204Pb and 207Pb / 204Pb with time, but the slope of

the correlation between these two ratios defines the time of

U–Pb fractionation. In reality, it is unlikely the mantle com-

prises discrete reservoirs, fractionated at the same time and

more plausibly a mixture of sources fractionated at variable

times. In this case the slope of an array of 206Pb / 204Pb and
207Pb / 204Pb ratios for mantle-derived samples still carries

age information about mantle evolution (e.g. Allègre et al.,

1980), but interpretation of such “pseudo-isochrons” (see

Rudge, 2006) is more complex. One potassium isotope (40K)

is also tracked since, next to U and Th, 40K is the isotope that

generates the bulk of the mantle’s internal heating.

For all radioactive parents we first estimate the total

amount of each isotope at present day. That is the amount

in all reservoirs combined, i.e. the total budget for the Earth.

After that is done, we estimate the amount at the start of the

calculation (3.6 Ga) by adding the amount that has decayed

since then, via standard exponential decay (Eq. 9):

Xs = Xpde
△tλ, (9)

where X can be U, Th, or K; Xs is the abundance at the start

of the calculation; Xpd is the abundance at present day; λ is

the decay constant; and △t is the time between the time at

the start and present day.

2.7 Initialisation of chemistry

The bulk composition is initialised with a C value (bulk com-

position) of 0.6 for each particle. The initialisation of trace

elements is done in terms of concentrations; once attributed

to the particles these concentrations are translated to abun-

dances via the masses of the particles. At initialisation we

homogeneously depleted the top 30 % of the mantle in all

trace elements to 98 %. This was done as an end-member

model (e.g. Armstrong, 1968) to account for the removal of

heat-forming elements to the continental crust before 3.6 Ga.

We thus implicitly assume that fluxes to the continental crust

are balanced by fluxes back to the mantle, although we do not

explicitly model this process or its potentially heterogeneous

distribution.

2.7.1 Radioactive parents

Uranium-238 (238U) is initialised via an estimate of 238U

(mole g−1) for the present bulk silicate Earth (BSE). 235U

is initialised via the present-day molar ratio of 238U / 235U.
40K and 232Th abundances are estimated via their present-

day mass ratios to 238U. Values used are listed in Table 2 and

expressed algebraically as

235Upd=
238Upd/U238U235pd, (10)
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Table 2. Parameters and values used for initialisation of trace elements.

Parameter Value Explanation

238Upd 8.402 × 10−11 Present-day BSE in mole g−1

U238U235pd 137.88 Present-day mol ratio 238U / 235U

KUMR 1.40 × 10+4 Present-day K / U mass ratio
40K% 0.01167 Mole-% of K that is 40K at present day

ThUMR 3.8 Present-day Th / U mass ratio

M(U) 238.029 g U mole−1

M(Th) 232.038 g Th mole−1

M(K) 39.098 g K mole−1

U238Pb204pd 8.0 Present-day BSE molar ratio

Pb
206/204
diablo

9.3066 Initial ratios of the Earth (from Canyon Diablo meteorite).

Pb
207/204
diablo

10.293

Pb
208/204
diablo

29.475

TE 4.56 Gy Age of the Earth

40Kpd =

40K%

100
·
238Upd · KUMR ·

M(U)

M(K)
, (11)

232Thpd=
238Upd · ThUMR ·

M(U)

M(Th)
. (12)

2.7.2 Radioactive daughters

The BSE abundance of 204Pb is estimated via the molar ratio

to 238U at present day. Note that, since 204Pb is stable, this

equals the amount at the start of a calculation.

204Pb=
238Upd/U238Pb204pd (13)

Initial abundances for the radiogenic Pb isotopes are esti-

mated via the ratio to 204Pb at time of the formation of Earth:

206Pbs=
204Pb · Pb

206/204
diablo +

238UD, (14)

207Pbs=
204Pb · Pb

207/204
diablo +

235UD, (15)

208Pbs=
204Pb · Pb

208/204
diablo +

232ThD. (16)

The 238UD, 235UD, and 232ThD are the amounts of 238U,
235U, and 232Th respectively that have decayed between the

formation of the Earth and the time the calculation starts

(3.6 Ga). These values are calculated using Eq. (9), with TE,

the age of the Earth, and the decay constants as listed in Ta-

ble 3.

3 Results

Figure 3 shows snapshots of temperature distribution and

bulk composition in the domain. Figure 4 shows snapshots

of the temperature, melt production, bulk composition and

Table 3. Isotope data: decay constant (λ) per year and partition co-

efficient (D) of isotopes.

Isotope λ D

204Pb – 0.025
206Pb – 0.025
207Pb – 0.025
208Pb – 0.025
235U 9.85 × 10−10 0.007
238U 1.55 × 10−10 0.007
232Th 4.95 × 10−11 0.008
40K 5.54 × 10−10 0.010

melting age (i.e. time since melting), at the end of the calcu-

lation. The relationships between these parameters is clearly

visible; in our model, mantle material melts at focussed re-

gions of high temperature close to the surface (plumes),

where the bulk composition gets altered. The basalt collects

at the surface directly above. From there, material moves

mainly along the surface towards elongate regions of down-

welling flow (subduction zones). Segregated material has

reached the CMB within 500 million years (seen in time se-

ries of bulk compositional field and values of the domain root

mean square (rms) velocity which is above 1 cm year−1; not

shown). The snapshots are representative of the structures as

they develop over time; note that both the amount of melt

produced over time (Fig. 5c) and the increase in the aver-

age melting age over time (Fig. 6) are steady. Figure 7 shows

the radial distribution of Pb isotopes and Pb isotope ratios

radially. The more basalt-rich surface layer shows up as an

increase for example in 204Pb, while just beneath we see a

decrease which goes with the thin underlying residual layer.
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Figure 4. Snapshots taken at the end of the calculation of (a) temperature 50 km below the surface; (b) time since melting (in billions of

years) 50 km below the surface; (c) basalt fraction at the surface; (d) 206Pb / 204Pb molar ratio at a depth of 1300 km. Note that melting in

our model happens at the top of regions of central upwellings (plumes). Also, as the lead isotope panel (d) shows, the mid-mantle seems

to be fairly homogenous on the scale modelled here. For the melting time (b), basalt fraction (c) and lead isotope ratio (d) the values were

linearly interpolated from the particles to the grid before plotting.

Deeper in the mantle the figure shows that in this case it is

relatively well mixed with limited variation.

3.1 Melting diagnostics

As shown in Fig. 5a, our method conserves bulk composi-

tion (average value stays constant over time). The figure also

shows that the surface average bulk composition becomes

more basaltic than the global average, as expected. Figure 5b

shows that the total number of particles present in the domain

stays roughly constant at a total of 1.2 billion, although parti-

cles are continuously merged and split (Fig. 5b). The fact that

this method conserves bulk composition shows that the split-

ting and merging does not affect the average composition.

Figure 5c shows total melt production over time. As shown,

there is limited variation in the amount of melt produced as a

function of time. Melt production never stops.

3.2 Pb pseudo-isochrons vs. melting age distributions

Following Rudge (2006), we can compare our findings with

his analytical solution linking pseudo-isochron ages based on

Pb isotope distributions to the distribution of melting ages in

the mantle, using

235U
238U

·
(eλ235τddi − 1)

(eλ238τddi − 1)
= β, (17)

where 235U and 238U are the abundances of uranium iso-

topes; λ235 and λ235 the decay constants; τddi the pseudo-
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Figure 5. Time diagnostics of (a) bulk composition (left diagram); (b) particle evolution (middle diagram); and (c) melt generation (right

diagram). (a) The global average bulk composition (dashed black line) stays at the initial value of 0.6, showing conservation of composition.

The surface average (solid blue line) was measured as the average bulk composition of the particles that are in the top layer of elements. The

surface average composition is always a bit higher than the global average since, on melting, basalt (composition = 1) is sent (i.e. migrates)

to the surface. (b) The solid blue line indicates the total number of particles present in the domain over time. Although particles are created

and merge continuously, the total count stays around 1.2 billion. The black line indicates the particle production rate, which is about 200

per million years. Over the full calculation time of 3.6 billion years around 0.7 million particles are created, which is less then 1 in 1000

compared to the total amount. (c) Melt production rate (in km3 year−1) versus time. The melt production varies by about 10 % on short

timescale (∼ 50 MY) but is constant over longer timescales and never lower than ∼ 80 % of the average value. The melt production as shown

here included also the melt that was transported back to the same radial layer.

Figure 6. Cumulative probability density functions of the distribution of melting ages at different times during the calculation. The “fraction

of mass” indicated on the vertical axes is the fraction of the total mass of the mantle. (a) 1 billion years; (b) 2 billion years; and (c) 3.6 billion

years. Time is plotted as “calculation time”, meaning that 3.6 billion years is present day and 0 is 3.6 billion years in the past. Images are

based on 40 bins. The gradual increase in total fraction of mantle mass that has a melting age matches the steady melt production rate

(Fig. 5c). Towards the end of the calculation close to 20 % of the volume of the mantle has been through melting at least once.

isochron ages; and β the slope of the regression line for the
207Pb / 204Pb vs. 206Pb / 204Pb plot.

We can plot the Pb isotope ratios carried by the particles,

for example in the top layer of the model, at different times.

Following Rudge (2006), we fit a geometric mean regression

line (also known as the reduced major axis regression line, as

in Fig. 8) to these data at the different times, i.e. evaluating β

of Eq. (17). Then, using Eq. (17), we can evaluate the pseudo-

isochron age τddi for each of these different times. Similarly,

following Rudge (2006), a pseudo-isochron age can be ob-

tained by looking at the distribution of melting ages in the

mantle as follows:

(eλ235τddi − 1)2

(eλ238τddi − 1)2
=

E(eλ235T̂m − 1)2

E(eλ238T̂m − 1)2
, (18)

where

Ef (T̂m) =

τs
∫

0

f (τ)qm(τ )dτ. (19)

qm(τ ) is the probability density function of the particle melt-

ing ages; f (τ) is an arbitrary given function (e.g. (eλ238T̂m −

1)2); τddi is the pseudo-isochron age; T̂m is a random vari-

able which gives the distributions of the parcel ages that have

undergone melting; and τs is the starting age of the model,

3.6 Gy. Rudge’s theory is based on a statistical box model

and in particular assumes (1) strong mixing and (2) heavy

averaging.

Figure 6 shows the buildup of qm(τ ) over time in our

model. Since melt production is fairly constant, the his-

tograms show a steady increase in melting age.
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Figure 7. Radial profiles of different Pb isotopes taken at the end of the calculation (present day, after 3.6 BY of calculation time). The

vertical axes indicate the non-dimensional depth running from the surface (0) to the core–mantle boundary (1). The left diagram shows

the radial average (mean) concentration of 204Pb in moles per kilogram. The middle two diagrams show the radial average molar ratios of
206Pb / 204Pb and 207Pb / 204Pb.
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Figure 8. Scatter plot of measured ratios of Pb isotope data of mid-

ocean ridge basalt (MORB) samples (data from the PetDB database:

Lehnert et al., 2000, www.earthchem.org/petdb). The data selected

are for “spreading ridges”, “basalt”, and “fresh”; samples were

taken deeper than 2000 m below sea level. The geometric mean re-

gression line has a pseudo-isochron age of 1.85 Gy.

Figure 9b shows the time evolution of the obtained

pseudo-isochron ages based on Pb isotopes (τddi from

Eqs. 17 and 18; black and red curves in Fig. 9b) and parti-

cle melting ages (blue line in Fig. 9b).

For Fig. 9b, showing Pb isotopes on the surface, our results

were subsampled and used only data on Pb isotopes from par-

ticles that had undergone melting at least once (had a melting

age) and were at the surface layer of the model. For the Pb

isotopes sampled at the melt, our results were subsampled

and used only data on Pb isotopes from melt that was pro-

duced in that time step (i.e. not taking the information from

a particle but from the material that moved to the surface due

to melting). In this case, the pseudo-isochron has a value of

0 for the first 500 million years of the calculated time since

until that time only unfractionated material is sampled.

4 Discussion

We have implemented tracking of radioactively decaying iso-

tope systems in a numerical model of mantle convective

flows. Through this integration we have a tool that will allow

experiments on the evolution of the Earth’s mantle, providing

stronger constrains on both the spatial and temporal evolu-

tion. The key process is fractionation of both bulk composi-

tion and trace elements on melting. The algorithm that deals

with this process (Sect. 2.5) is built on using particles to track

the advection of chemical concentration (bulk composition)

and abundances (trace elements) with fluid flow. Upon melt-

ing, information about bulk and trace element composition

is moved between those particles. In that way we simulate

eruption of material as it is transported to the surface. An ad-

vantage of this method of moving melt (i.e. via information

not particles) is that we can consider any degree of melting

without being limited by the resolution of the number of par-

ticles. However, in algorithms that move particles the quanta

of melt that can be considered are dictated by the mass that

a single particle represents. This allows us to consider much

smaller degrees of melting, which is important for example

for incompatible elements in the residue. Also, we do not

have to gather enough melt before eruption can happen; i.e.

melting is dealt with every time step, immediately after it is

formed. Some previous methods used buffering before erupt-

ing melt for the numerical reasons explained. When melting

happens close to the surface (as in our implementation), there

is no physical reason to buffer the melt. At greater depth

in the Earth there might be internal melting (no eruption),

which is not dealt with in our implementation. Two further

consequences are (i) our implementation is computationally

easier, in the sense that it requires much less communication

between different parts of the grid, and (ii) melting does not

lead to variations in the concentration of particles.

By deliberately keeping the system simple, we can com-

pare and test the results of our numerical experiments to a

quasi-analytical solution (Sect. 3, Rudge, 2006). This solu-
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Figure 9. Pseudo-isochron ages calculated. (left) Histogram of the melting ages. The height of the bins shows the summed mass represented

by all the particles that have a melting age that falls in that bin. (right) Pseudo-isochron ages as determined via the Pb isotopes sampled at

the surface (red), the melting ages distribution (blue), and Pb isotopes sampled at the melt (black). The horizontal axis shows time since the

start of the calculation and the vertical axis the pseudo-isochron age.

tion links the melting-time distribution of the whole mantle

to the pseudo-isochrons that can be measured in lead iso-

topes sampled only at the surface of the domain. Figure 8b

shows that we produce a good match between the pseudo-

isochron ages based on surface samples and pseudo-isochron

ages based on melting-time distributions. At the end of the

modelled time the misfit is around 2 %. We note (1) that our

Eq. (18) from Rudge (2006) assumes a well-mixed planet

and (2) that the number of melting events that are averaged

before sampling (N ) is large (heavy averaging), a generali-

sation from Rudge et al. (2005). As regards the mixing, we

note that the homogeneous distribution of Pb isotopes, both

radially (Fig. 7) and laterally (Fig. 4d), supports strong mix-

ing. As regards averaging, we note that Rudge (2006) sug-

gests that the dependence of the pseudo-isochron age on N

is fairly weak. The good match is achieved for both sampling

the surface and sampling the melt. When sampling the melt,

N = 1, while particles sampled at the surface carry the signa-

ture of a collection of multiple melting events (larger N ). The

results presented here also support that the dependence of the

pseudo-isochron age on N is weak. The good match gives us

confidence in the method and therefore opens the opportu-

nity to extract information about the interior distributions of

chemical heterogeneity from surface observations.

The sampling location can be important as can be seen in

Fig. 9b, where we show the evolution of the pseudo-isochron

based on random sampling across the surface and sampling

of the melt just after fractionation. Early on in the calcula-

tion, the difference between our subset sampled at the surface

and the melting location is substantial mainly because the

material sampled at melting locations has not gone through

melting and fractionation before, whereas the surface con-

tains fractionated material immediately after the calculation

starts. On the long timescale (> BY) the difference between

the two isochrons is very small, again supporting the idea of

a strongly mixed reservoir.

In our model set-up, due to the convective pattern re-

sulting from limited variation in viscosity, melting predomi-

nantly happens at the top of circular upwellings, i.e. plume-

like structures. Most melting in the terrestrial mantle (and

chemical fractionation) happens at elongate plate boundaries;

oceanic spreading ridges; and the downwelling counterpart,

subduction zones. Although different in detail, the global-

scale distribution and evolution of both melting ages and iso-

tope patterns seem largely unaffected. This is also shown

by the limited difference observed in the pseudo-isochrons

based on samples taken at random across the surface versus

those taken at the location of melt production.

Although the pseudo-isochrons we find via the melting

ages and lead isotopes are consistent, in absolute value they

do deviate from the one observed in lead isotopes in nature.

As mentioned already, the simulation case presented is in-

tentionally simple to allow a direct comparison with the an-

alytical solution of Rudge (2006); as a result it is not Earth-

like in every respect. In particular, the vigour of convection

(mean velocity: ∼ 1.5 cm year−1) is much lower than Earth

(current surface velocity: 5 cm year−1 rms). Also the model

vigour is constant, while on Earth it is expected to be more

vigorous in the hotter past. The combined effect is that the

number of overturns in the simulated case will be many times

less than for Earth (Huang and Davies, 2007a). Therefore the

number of passages through melting zones will also be much

lower in this simulation than Earth. Since this model case is

not Earth-like in either its vigour or its melting, a difference

between pseudo-isochron ages is not a surprise. Since more

melting would remove more of the older heterogeneities and

therefore reduce the pseudo-chron age, it might be expected

therefore that more realistic models will have the potential to

reconcile these differences. Future work is planned to inves-

tigate this.

Future implementations will be extended with routines to

allow trace elements to move to/from both continent and at-

mosphere reservoirs (for noble gasses) and will have exten-
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sions on how chemical structures affect the flow field. The

good comparison to analytical theory presented in this work

gives confidence that the current implementation is a good

basis from which to include more complex and Earth-like

processes into future numerical experiments. By doing so we

can shift the focus from comparing numerical experiments to

analytical solutions, to comparing them to observations.

5 Conclusions

We presented and tested a new implementation for tracking

bulk chemistry and trace element abundance in a global man-

tle convection code that includes melting. A notable feature

of the melting routine is that we transport information be-

tween particles, rather than moving particles. We showed that

our implementation is robust in the sense that (1) it conserves

composition; (2) it conserves trace element abundance; and

(3) it matches the Rudge (2006) quasi-analytical solution for

the prediction of isochron ages based on the distribution of

melting age and pseudo-isochron ages based on lead isotopes

at the surface of the model.

Code availability

The TERRA code is not freely available. This is because

the code has been developed over many years, starting be-

fore “open-source” style licensing was available. There have

been many developers. As a result we do not have the rights

to release all parts of the code. The extensions described in

this manuscript that deal with melting form a module that

is called each time step, immediately after the particles have

been advected. We note that our current implementation as

presented affects only the chemistry; there is no link between

the chemistry and the fluid mechanics equations. The mod-

ules pertinent to this manuscript are available on request from

the lead author.
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